
Regulation 

Viking, Family Swinger, Tower Shot, Slalom Roller Coaster, Samba Tower, Demolition Derby 

- Your height must not lower than 120 centimeters. 
- Do not allowed to bring any food and drinks with. 
- People with high blood pressure, heart attack disease, pregnancy or expected mother and 

concerning decease are not recommended. 
- Valuables should be take off before doing the activity. 
- You must comply all activity procedures with the instructor in strictly. 
- We will not responsible for any cause of damaged. 

 

Musical Carousel 

- Children should be in the care of their parents. 
- Do not allowed to bring any food and drinks with. 
- People with high blood pressure, heart attack disease, pregnancy or expected mother and 

concerning decease are not recommended. 
- Valuables should be take off before doing the activity. 
- You must comply all activity procedures with the instructor in strictly. 
- We will not responsible for any cause of damaged. 

 

Water Park 

- Please pay attention to read the warning sign boards and to do followed by regulations and 
Lifeguard staff’s instructions strictly. 

- Do not allowed the person who is having alcoholic or any drugs or the behaviors that may be 
harmful to the guests and their valuable things in the Water Park area. 

- Do not allowed to take any food and drinks and the pets inside the Water Park area. 
- The children who can not swim that should be in care of their parents as well. 
- Please change to suitable swimming costume and take as shower before using the swimming 

pool. 
- The Water Park have a locker rental service for changing the clothes available and the guests 

should not keep the valuable things inside the locker. In case of lost or damaged items the 
Water Park so not take any responsibilities in any cases. 

- Do not allowed the person who have a contagious diseases such as a conjunctivitis, dermatitis, 
water deaf ears, fever or cold to be using the swimming pool. 

- Do not allowed to jump down, climb up or running along the pool side and the bridge, because 
these may be caused of injured. 

- Do not allowed a child, pregnant woman, people with heart disease or with any disability and 
having the drunk from drinking or a medicine / drug to be using the waterslide. 

- Please remove the necklaces, rings, bracelets, bangles, and hand watches etc., and do not put 
your hands or your arms outside the waterslide, climbing or do not put your face down or 
standing on the waterslide. When you are slided down to the pool, you must stay away from the 
front of waterslide immediately and have to follow by lifeguard staff’s instructions strictly. 



- In case of the necessary to leave the Water Park area, and if you would like to come back again 
on the same day. Please having a Water Park stamp on your wrist first, before you leave and 
show the stamp to officer at the entrance for each time. 

- All guests are required to take care of their properties and accepted the risk of injured from 
having the activities inside the Water Park are by themselves. The Water Park do not take any 
responsibilities on accidents caused by your carelessness in cases.   
 

Tower 

Tower Jump  
- Your weight must not less than 45 kilograms but not over than 115 kilograms. 

Speed Shuttle 

- Your height must not lower than 130 centimeters. 
- Must have player 2 persons only and weight is similar in each other.  

(10 kilograms in balance) 

Sky Shuttle 

- Capacity available in each time : 8 persons only. 

 

  


